
PINNACLE 
X-RAY 
SLEEVE
KERR TOTALCARE 

The x-ray sleeve’s
tapered design
protects your 
x-ray from the
harmful drying effects
of surface 
disinfectants. The
Extra Long version is
a larger sleeve designed to cover larger and wider
X-ray heads found on “older" machines.

Universal, 250/Pkg.
9551649   15" x 26" [3900]

Extra Long, 200/Pkg.
9551653   23" x 31" [3950XL]
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Barrier Products Infection Control
MULTI-USE BARRIER
STERI-SHIELD

Multi-Use Barriers are single
elastic barriers that cover
writing pens, switches,
scalers, composite tubes, bite blocks and a
multitude of everyday items used in the dental
practices. They are made of natural rubber latex. 

500/Box
9907628  Mulit-Use [088-058]

PERFECT FIT ADJUSTABLE
CAMERA SLEEVES
FLOW X-RAY

Perfect Fit adjustable camera
sleeve is a universal camera
barrier sleeve that is fully
adjustable to form a tight,
custom fit over camera head.
One size fits all while offering a
crystal clear image quality. 

150/Box
9081040  [80125]

PINNACLE CHAIR SLEEVES
KERR TOTALCARE

Pinnacle Chair Sleeve Barriers
have a tapered design that
conforms neatly to the chair. It is
disposable, no chair clean up is
required. The sleeves eliminate
the need for a headrest cover and with the
reduced usage of disinfectant it extends the life 
of your chair. This extra wide sleeve is made with a
special copolymer plastic, its gripping bottom
surface keeps the sleeve in place, while your
patient easily slides in. 

Universal, 225/Pkg.
9551648   271/2" W x 24" L [3800]

125/Pkg.
9551651    29" W x 79" L [3850-XL]

200/Pkg. 
9551764   32" W x 32" L [3825]

150/Pkg.
9551768   48" W x 56" L Non-Slip [3870-NS]

PINNACLE CHIN GUARDS
KERR TOTALCARE  

Pinnacle Chin Guards are
disposable chin rest covers
for panoramic X-Ray machines. 

100/Pkg.
9551717    [7200]

PINNACLE IMPRESSION 
GUN COVER
KERR TOTALCARE  

Pinnacle Impression Gun
Cover Barriers offer
improved infection
control, while keeping
the gun clean of
impression material.
These barriers may 
also fit some large size
curing lights. 

400/Box
9551694   Barriers [4600]

PINNACLE LIGHT SLEEVES
KERR TOTALCARE

The Light Sleeves for
light handles, allows the
user to quickly slip the
plastic sleeve over the
handle. It’s patented
design keeps the sleeve
from falling off while in
use, yet it is easily
removed when finished. 

500/Pkg.
T Style, 5 3/4" W x 4" L
9551643   [3600]

L Style, 1 1/2" W x 8" L
9551631    [3650]

PINNACLE SYRINGE
SLEEVES
KERR TOTALCARE 

Pinnacle Syringe Sleeves
are disposable sleeves that
are made to cover the 3-way
syringe, HVE and saliva ejector valves.
The exclusive pre-cut opening allows the user 
to simply slide the syringe tip through the end 
of the bag.  

500/Box 
9551647   2 1/2" W x 10" L [3760]
9551681    2 1/2" W x 10" L w/Opening [3767]
9551690   2 1/2" W x 11 1/2" L w/Adhesive [3763]

PINNACLE COVER-ALL
INFECTION CONTROL FILM
KERR TOTALCARE  

This thin sheet of
adhesive plastic
effectively covers
anything you
might touch during
a procedure. It is
disposable, easy to
apply and remove,
and will not leave a
residue. The table
top dispenser
makes removal of films quick and effortless. It will
dispense all adhesive films up to 4" wide.

2  1/2" x 6", 600/Pkg.
9551672    Clear [3715-C]

4" x 6", 1200/Pkg.
9551644   Clear [3700-C]
9551670    Blue [3710-B]

9551675    Dispenser for 4" x 6” [1600]             

PINNACLE TRAY SLEEVES
CROSSTEX

Place instruments
directly on top of the
disposable plastic
sleeve, which is made
to replace the present
paper tray cover used
on instrument trays.
Pinnacle's unique fold
lock end keeps the tray
safely locked inside the
sleeve, this helps
minimize staff time
spent on cleaning the tray. 

500/Box
9551637  10 1/2" x 14" [3000B]                        
9551638   11 5/8" x 14 1/2" [3100A]                      
9551639   11 1/2" x 16" [3200E]                          
9551640   7 1/2" x 10 1/2" [3300F]                       
9551641    9 1/2" x 14" [3400G]                          
9551642   14" x 19 1/2" [3500M]
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